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SPECIFICATIONS FOR A FUZZY SYSTEM MODELING LANGUAGE

. INTRODUCTION

Professor Lotfi A. Zadeh's first paper on fuzzy sets [1] extended

in a simple and elegant way the concept of "set" by replacing

the rigid "either-or" membership relation of ordinary set theory

by a more flexible one, allowing a "degree of membership" in

the form of a number in [0,1] which indicates the extent to which

we subjectively accept that object as a member of the fuzzy set.

More often than not, the classes encountered in the real physical

world do not have precisely defined criteria of membership. For

example, the class of animals clearly includes dogs and

excludes rocks. however, starfish and bacteria have an ambiguous

status with respect to the class of animals. By comparis

the notion of a set in mathematics, most of the sets or classes

in the real world do not have rigid boundaries separating those

objects which belong from those which do not
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Unfortunately, a fundamental tenet of modern science is

that a phenomenon is not well understood until it has been

characterized in quantitative terms:

Given our veneration for what is
precise, rigorous and quantitative,
and our disdain for what is fuzzy,
unrigorous and qualitative, it
is not surprising that the advent of
digital computers has resulted
in a rapid expansion in the use
of quantitative methods throughout
most fields of human knowledge.

[2]

Certainly inanimate systems have been analyzed successfully

in terms of equations involving numerical variables, i.e.

scalars or vectors whose components are real or complex numbers.

One of mathematics' several purposes as a language is to permit

succinct, unambiguous communication. However, this very lack

of ambiguity makes it a difficult tool to use in the study of

problems which are vague and imprecise. In the human sciences,

a common assumption is that most essential attributes cannot

be defined meaningfully by numbers alone, and natural language

is frequently required for an adequate description. Yet,

experimenters tend to treat their mathematical models as exact

and precise although they know that they are neither.
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Classes in the real world are usually "fuzzy." Humans have

no difficulty in manipulating fuzzy concepts and responding to

fuzzy instructions. By contrast, today's computer systems have

no ability to do this whatever. Present simulation methods are

probably unsatisfactory for dealing with humanistic problems

since they do not treat vagueness in an analytical way. Instea ,

we need approaches which "do not make a fetish of precision,

rigor, and mathematical formalism" and which instead are "tolerant

of imprecision and partial truths." [3]

It seems desirable to have a kind of fuzzy mathematics to

represent exactly the inexact state of knowledge about a complex

system. Indeed, it may be the case that many of the problems,

such as the translation of natural languages, that thus far have

eluded solution cannot he properly formulated, much less solved,

without the use of fuzziness in some fundamental way. A basic

motivation for dealing with fuzziness comes from the observation

that "scientific analysis often reveals attributes, statements

or instructions which are imprecise, defying clearcut classification

and categorization." [4] The notion of a fuzzy set provides

a point of departure for the development of new mathematical

techniques which parallel ordinary set theory, but which may

prove to have a broader scope of application. It may be that



only through such approaches can computer simulation become

truly effective for dealing with situations too complex or ill-

defined for analysis by conventional techniques.

We will attempt to create a methodology that brings information,

however vague and imprecise, into our analysis. We will avoid

losing information that is not easily quantified b1 employing

fuzzy variables in place of numerical ones. These are labels

for fuzzy sets, rather than names for numbers. The use of fuzzy

variables is, in effect, a retreat into imprecision in the face

of complexity; a retreat which may make it possible to deal

with vagueness in a more systematic fashion than is now customary.

The key concept for dealing with imprecision is that of a fuzzy

set; a "class" with a continuum of grades of membership. The

assumption of classical set theory that an element either

belongs to or does not belong to a given set -fails to include

practially all collections of objects dealt with routinely by

humans in everyday life. The pervasive fuzziness of the semantics,

and, to a lesser extent, the syntax of natural languages suggests

that some aspects of linguistic theory might be amenable to

techniques derived from fuzzy set theory. The possibility of



defining "hedges as operators acting on fuzzy sets provides

a basis for a better understanding of their role in natural

languages. [5] Moreover, it suggests a way of constructing a

system of natural and artificial hedges which could be used to

devise languages for the description of the behavior of complex

systems. The specifications for a portion of such a language

are given below.

A fuzzy language permits the correspondence between terms

(words, sentences) and objects to be fuzzy, as is the case in

natural languages. Each word x in a natural language L may be

viewed as a summarized description of a fuzzy subset M(x) of

a universe of discourse U, with M(x) representing the "meaning"

of x. In this sense, the language may be regarded as a system,

for assigning labels to the fuzzy subsets of U.

In essence, by moving away from the use of quantified

variables and toward the use of the type of linguistic

descriptions employed by humans, we attain a capability to deal

with systems too complex to yield a precise description in

conventional mathematical terms.



The fuzzy system modeling language defined and described

below allows conditional parts of IF statements to have truth

values in the interval [0,1]; that is, the underlying logic

is continuously-valued. Resulting parallel actions are displayed

by means of modified E-nets [6]. The fuzzy operators INCREASE

and DECREASE/REDUCE may be applied to attributes of tokens,

and the hedges SLIGHTLY, CONSIDERABLY, and VERY may be used

in combination with these operators.



II. A PRECISE DEFINITION OF IMPRECISION

As noted above, a high degree of precision is usually

incompatible with a high degree of complexity. The two seem to

be inversely related in that more complex problems tend to force

us to less precise descriptions. If a system is too complicated

and prevailing methods are computationally infeasible or in-

adequate, we may consider reformulating it in fuzzy terms.

Let X be a space of points (objects), with a generic element

of X denoted by. x. Thus, X = {x }. A fuzzy set (class) A in X is

characterized by a membership (characteristic) function fA(x)

which associates with each point in X a real number in the

interval [0,1], with the value of fA(x) at x representing

the "grade of membership" of x in A.

It should be noted that although the membership function

of a fuzzy set has some resemblance to a probability function

there are essential differences between these concepts which

will become clearer once the rules of combination of membership

functions and their basic properties have been established.

In fact, the notion of a fuzzy set is completely nonstatistical

in nature.



In a fuzzy set A = [x,uA(x)] the "membership function" uA

is real - valued and defined on some (nonfuzzy) set X = {x }. For each

x in X the number u
A
(x) reflects our (subjective) willingness

to accept this particular x as a member in A. The number
uA (x)

has a natural interpretation as our degree of acceptance of

the statement "x is a member of A," and thus as a "truth value"

associated with this statement.

By choosing uA(y) > uA(x) we indicate a greater willingness

to accept y than to accept x as a member in A, and conversely.

We will limit the range of uA to the closed interval [0,1], agreeing

to let u
A
(x) = 1 signify our complete acceptance of x as a member

and to let u
A
(x) = 0 mean that we reject x completely. If the range of

uA contains only the numbers 0 and 1, A becomes an ordinary (nonfuzzy)

set.

The extension of standard concepts of set theory (like union,

intersection, etc.) to the theory of fuzzy sets is not obvious.

To determine the intersection of two sets, for instance, we have

to decide on questions like: If an object is accepted to 60%

as a member of a fuzzy set A, and to 40% as a member in B, how

willing should we be to accept it as a member in both A and B?



Several policies for answering questions of this type have been

discussed, but it appears that the operations of max and min

play a central role in the arithmetic of fuzzy sets. The union

of two fuzzy sets A and B with respective membership functions

f
A
(x) and f

B
(x) is a fuzzy set C whose membership function is

related to those of A and B by

f (x) = Max f (x),fB(x)], x e X

or, in abbreViated form

A

A more intuitively appealing way of defining the union is as

the smallest fuzzy set containing both A and B. More precisely,

if D is any fuzzy set which contains both A and B, then it also

contains the union of A and B.

The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B with respective member-

ship functions as above has membership function

= Min[fA(x),f (x)], x e X

or, in abbreviated form

fC A f

As in the case of the Union, it is easy to show that the intersection

of A and B is the largest fuzzy set which is contained in both

A and B.
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In ordinary mathematics, a relation from X to Y is a subset

of the Cartesian product, X x Y. Here, a fuzzy relation is a

fuzzy subset of the same Cartesian product. Thus, a fuzzy

relation is characterized by a membership function that associates

with each ordered pair (x,y) in X x Y a grade of membership

in [0,1]. Fuzzy relations are composed by a "max- min" operation.-

Specifically, if R is a fuzzy relation in X x Y, and S is a

fuzzy relation in Y x Z, then their composition, R0S has

membership function computed by taking the smaller of the

values u
R
(x,y) and u

S
(v,z) for all y, and then taking the

largest of these.

Here is an example from [. ]:

Suppose the linguistic variable (fuzzy relation) resemblance

is defined over the universe of discourse {TOM,DICK} x { JOHN,JIM}

as follows: JOHN JIM

TOM .8 .6

DICK .2 .9

and on the Cartesian product {JOHN,JIM} x .(BILL,FRED)

by: BILL FRED

JOHN .5 .3

JIM .4 .7
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Then the composition of these fuzzy relations yields a relation

from {TOM,DICK} to {BILL,FRED} given by

BILL FRED

TOM .5 .6

DICK .4
.7

In [7] Zadeh extended the concepts of relations

and orderings to fuzzy relations, making possible the

application of relations theory to situations in which the

classes involved do not have sharply defined boundaries.

The modeling language developed in the sequel permits

named fuzzy relations between objects (or "tokens"). An

additional concept from [7] which will prove helpful is

that of "level-set" - For a given real number r in the

unit interval [0,1], the "r-level-set" is simply the

(non-fuzzy) set of objects whose membership value is

at least r. Thus, considering level-sets is one way

to convert a fuzzy set into a collection of non-fuzzy

sets. Note that any fuzzy relation can be decomposed

or "resolved" in this way.

Now that we have the concept of a fuzzy relation,

we can define a language L as a binary fuzzy relation
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from a set of terms T to a universe of discourse U characterized

by a membership fUnction uL:T x U 4. [0,1] which, roughly

speaking, tells the extent to which the term t e T applies

to the object u e U under discussion.

The meaning of a term t e T is then a fuzzy set in U.

This definition is closer to the traditional linguistic

concept of a language than to that given in the theory of

formal languages, where a language is defined as a subset

of strings over an alphabet. This latter view fails to

reflect the essential correspondence between sets of

strings and a set of objects. If we adopt the definition

of L as a fuzzy relation, then a language in the sense of

formal language theory is simply the domain of L.

In [ ] we find the following example:

Suppose the meaning of the term young is defined by

u(young,y) = IF y LEQ 25 THEN 1
ELSE (1 + ((y-25)/5)

Thus, anyone 25 or under belongs to the fuzzy set with label

young completely - "belongs" in the sense of conventional set

theory. Someone 26 has degree of membership 25/26 in young



while someone 30 "belongs to" young 0.5. Such a point is called

a "crossover" point. A fuzzy set which has at least one element

with full membership (i.e. = 1) is called a "normal" fuzzy set;

otherwise the fuzzy set is called 'subnormal."

Obviously, the definition of young given above is arbitrary

and subjective. Resorting to fuzzy models will not eliminate

subjectivity; on the contrary subjectivity will be emphasized

and made explicit. In addition to primary terms, such as young

in the example aboVe, we will consider two further types of

atomic terms. First:, we have keywords such as AND, OR, NOT,

and IF . . THEN . . ELSE, and the special symbol

which is our assignment operator.

Second, we consider "hedges" [5] such as "considerably",

"slightly", and "very." These terms are regarded as operators

which transform primary linguistic variables into composite ones.

These transformations are in terms of pre - specified arithmetic

manipulations of the membership values of the primary terms.

For example, "very" may be interpreted as "very(x) = (ux(y)) .

It

13
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Thus, "very" acts as a concentrator in that the reduction of

the grade of membership is relatively small for those elements

which had a high grade originally, and relatively large for

those that had low membership.

The effect of dilation is the opposite: membership values

which were low are made proportionately greater than those that

originally were high. Contrast intensification increases the

values of the membership function which are above 0.5 and decreases

those below, tending to "defuzzify" a fuzzy set. An obvious

intensification might be to map all ux(y) > 0.5 to 1 and all

those below 0.5 to 0. However, more subtle intensifications

are certainly possible, and may prove useful. An example [

follows:

2 u 2(y) for ux(y) < 0.5

1 - 2(1 7 ux(y))
2

otherwise.

Fuzzification has the opposite effect of increasing the

fuzziness of a fuzzy set or making a fuzzy set out of a non

fuzzy ("crisp") one For example, a fuzzification of the

non -fuzzy singleton {2} might be 0.5/1 + 1/2 + 0.5/3.

(The notation has the form u (y)/y). In the fuzzy modeling



language to be specified in the sequel, we will permit several

of these operators to be used to modify descriptors and attributes

of fuzzy systems.



III. FUZZY SYSTEMS,. PARALLELISM, AND E-NETS

[8] Zadeh defines a fuzzy system in terms of fuzzy

next-state and output equations:

t+1 t t
X = F(x ,u )

and Y
t

= G(x
t
,u

t
).

That is, X
t+1

and Y are fuzzy sets rather than crisp ones.

Fuzzy systems execute fuzzy algorithms - algorithms in which

at least some of the instructions are imprecise. The examples

"Increase x slightly if y is slightly larger than 10" and

"Reduce speed if the road is slippery" are given in [3].

More detail is provided for the example "If x is much

larger than 1 make y equal to 2. Otherwise make y equal to 1."

Zadeh supposeS (arbitrarily, of course) that the membership

function for numbers much larger than 1 is given by

-2 -1
1) for x >1,

otherwise-.

He then considers the case x=3. (Note that 3 has degree of member

ship equal to 0.8 in the fuzzy set of numbers much larger'than 1.)

How should the value of y be determined? That is, how should

16
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the instruction be executed?

. it may be reasonable to assume that y = 2
for all fuzzy subsets ... whose maximal grade
of membership exceeds or is equal to a prescribed
threshold. [3]

This is an obVious way to force a simple binary choice.

In [3] we find another,_more elaborate example:

Suppose small is the fuzzy set 1/1 + .8/2 .6/3 + .4/4 + .2/5

and large is .2/1 .4/2 .6/3 .8/4 + 1/5. (Notation: u(x)/x)

How can we execute the fuzzy algorithm

1) very small

2) If x is small then y is large else y is not very large

First, note that x has the value 1/1 + .64/2 .36/3 + -16/4 .04/5

since we have agreed that "very(x)" means to square membership

values. The difficult problem is choosing a representation for

the IF ... THEN . . ELSE construct which is amenable to numerical

treatment when the conditional part of the construct is neither

completely true nor completely false. Thus, we are faced with

at best a continuously-valued logic [s], and, as we shall see

the situation is actually even more involved.
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Zadeh [3] represents the construct by means of a single

fuzzy relation which is, obtained by noting that

IF A THEN B ELSE C A x B + (NOT A x C)

where A x B denotes the Cartesian product of the fuzzy sets

A and B. (The membership value of (a,b) e A x B is taken to

be the minimum of u
A
(a) and u

B
(b).) In the example, A is

"x is small," B is "y is large," and C is "y is not very large."

So, A x B is computed by forming the 5-by-S array of pairwise

minimums:

.2

.2 ,4 .6 .8 .8

.2 .4 .6 .6 .6

.2 .4 .4 .4 .4

2 .2 .2 .2 .2

Similarly, NOT A x C may be found to be

0 0 0

.2 .2 .2 .2

.4 .4 .4 .36

.6 .6 .6 .36

.8 .8 .64 .36

0

The final matrix representing the IF statement is obtained

by "max-ing" these together:



.2 .6 .8

.2 .4 .6 . .8

4 .4 .6 .6

.6 .6 .6 .4 .4

,8 .8 64 ,36 .2

Execution of the IF statement may then be performed by

"multiplying" the vector of membership values for x into

this matrix (row into columns, taking the maximum of the

pairwise minimums): Thus, we have

.36/1 + .4/2 + .6/3 + .8/4 + 1/5 = the final value of

Note that this is close to, but not identically equal to

y = large.

In another example - "IF x is small THEN stop ELSE go to

Zadeh asks how this might be executed if x were equal to 3?

He suggests that one might "pick that alternative which is

more true than untrue." In case of a tie the choice could

be made arbitrarily.

...If we allowed the result of execution,
to be fuzzy, then for x=3 we would obtain
the fuzzy set .6/stop + .4/go to 7
which implies that the execution is
carried out in parallel. The assumption
of parallelism is ... basic to the
understanding of fuzzy algorithms
and their execution by humans and
machines.[']

Y.

19



Petri nets were introduced by Petri in [10 and have been

further developed as a method of representing parallel processes

by Holt and Commoner pig. A Petri Net is a directed graph

having two distinct types of nodes: "places" and "transitions."

Each arc or edge in the graph must connect a place to a

transition or a transition to a place. No two places or

transitions can be directly connected.

The net begins with an initial "marking" that is,

an assignment of a number of tokens .(possibly zero) to each

place. The net then progresses from one marking to another

according to the following "firing rule."

1. A transition is enabled if each place which
feeds into it contains at least one token.

2. Any enabled transition may be fired by,
removing one token from each of its input
places and adding one token to each of
its output places.

Places are usually drawn as circles; transitions are shown

as vertical bars: thus

00

03 03

) 00 CO ) ) ) )

00

00

) ) ) ) 03

03

CO

CO

20
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depicts the most elemental form of a complete, functional Petri

net. Any token that might happen to arrive at the left place

would enable the transition. After firing of the transition,

the token would appear in the right-hand place. Thus, we

would see

C°

) ) ) oo

00

00

become

00

00 ) ) ) )

CO

> ) > > > co 03 > ) ) ) )
00

00

co

00 co

> ) >)) co 00 -1-3-3-

°0 co

00

>>> > > >>0
co

00

00

T

00

In a Petri net there is no restriction on the number of

tokens that may accumulate at a place. In case a particular

net has the property that there is never more than one token

in any place, the net is said to be "safe." If any transition

can be made to fire in a finite number of steps, the net is

called "live."



A net in which every place has exactly one edge in

and one edge out is called a "marked graph," since the

absence of places with token merging or splitting power

allows us to omit the place symbols altogether and

simply mark each edge with the number of tokens stored

in the place.

Dually, if the in and out degree of each transition

is one, then the net becomes a "state graph," since now

we may interpret places as states and reduce the transition

symbols to simple arcs. The net then appears as a familiar

state diagram.

Note that in a marked graph the total number of tokens

may increase or decrease, since the number of incoming and

outgoing edges is not necessarily the same. A simple

example is the "fork" where

00

) ) 00

00

00

T

00

00 > > > > > )

00 03

CO CO

CO CO

00

CO CO

> > 00 00

00

00
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before firing results in

ao

00

) > > ) C O 00 ) ) ) ) ) )
00 OD

CO

00

00

> > co T co->4.4-

co CO

00

00

) > > > > ) oo

CO

CO

T

03

after firing. Note that the single input token has been

"split" or replicated and two output tokens result. We

will use this ability to reproduce tokens to help simulate

the execution of fuZzy_in§tructions_in_modelsof_fuzzy

systems.

Dually, a marked graph (or more general Petri net, of course)

may cause two tokens to be "joined" into one: Thus,

co

co op

) > > > co T co »»»
co 00

OD

CO

03 CO

) ) ) ) 00 T ao> > >> >>

00 00

00

CO

CO 00

> ) > ) ) 00 00

OD



before firing becomes

co

03 CO

co co

03

03

00 00

) ) CO CO ) ) ) ) ) )
00 00

00

after firing.

00 00

) ) ) > ) oo T oo

co co

00
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No rule need be given to specify exactly how the two

tokens merge into one in a classical Petri net Tokens are

merely abstract symbols which serve as markers in the net

For our purposes, however, we will want to assign attributes

to tokens, and think of them as representations for real objects.

Thus, an obvious complication arises, since if we wish to merge

two tokens, each having attributes, into a single token, we now

must somehow specify how the attributes are to be combined.

Happily, Noe and Nutt 52] have already considered this

problem, and solved it, in their modification of Petri nets,

called "evaluation" or "E-nets." An E-net is a marked graph



with a further restriction on the firing rule: an E-net

transition may fire only when all of its input places contain

a token, and when all of its output places are empty. If the

initial marking of an E-net is safe, then the net is safe:

clearly, two tokens can never accumulate at the same place.

Thus, tokens may retain their attributes with no danger of

-scrambling or over-writing.

In Noe and Nutt's models J11 the attributes possessed by

tokens are integers and floating-point numbers. Tokens

themselves are represented internally as vectors of these

quantities. The object of study is the net itself, rather

then the tokens p se. The following is taken from one

of their examples [6]. Each token is a triple of the form

[tape drives required, 0 or 1;
tape fetch and mount time;
central processor time]

and represents a job to be processed by the net, which may

be thought of as representing some computer and its operating

system. Each job (token) enters the systems at transition

25
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30

) ) ) 00
30

03

T

30

b1

00

00 00

))))))) m 00-)--)-+b

3
00 b

00

)) )))) >00 00-0.4-th

4
00 00

30
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This is a type "X" transition - a switched control path fork -

and is peculiar to E-nets. Such transitions are not found in

classical Petri nets. The small triangle represents a "resolution

procedure" which causes the input token to, be routed to one

and only one of the output places. The input is not replicated,

but is passed to only one output or the other. A time delay

may be associated with this and any other firing.

In the example, no time delay is associated with al. Place

b
3

is an output place for a and an input place for transition

a2:

00

oo

) > ) oa ) ) ) ) > )-

oo oo

00

00 00

->--) ) )--> 3-
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A token at place b2 may be thought of as a "status token' or

one bit of control information in the net. In this case, the

token represents the availability of a tape drive. Note

that only when a job which requires a tape drive is at place

b3, and a status token indicating that a drive is available

is at place b2 can transition a2 fire.

The firing of a2 results in the job token being moved to place

b
5.

Details of this sort are specified by Nutt in the

following notation:

(J(b2,b3[3],b5[3],M(b3(2)),

T -4- Oq(b [3]) := t(b
3
[3])))

This says that transition a
2

is a type J (join) transition

which merges the singleton at b2 with the triple at b3
3

and puts the result at b
5

The time required to fire

the transition is given by field 2 of b3, and in all cases,

the resulting marking of b
5
after firing is set equal to

the marking of b3 before firing.

The output at b5 then competes for selection by transition

a
3
with those jobs which required no tape drive (and are

residing at place b4. Transition a , shown below,
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b5

10

DO oo

00

) ) ) ) ). 00 ) ) ) ) )

is a type "Y" - a switched control path join. This type

b6

of transition is also peculiar to E-nets. If only one input

place to a type T transition is filled, then that token is

passed. The transition uses its resolution procedure only when

tokens at both input places are competing for passage. The

transition simply passes one or the other, with no actual

merging, and the unselected input token remains at its

input place. (This is unlike the standard J transition which

removes both input transitions.)

A token at place b6 is ready for service. Another

"status token" as input to a J transition is used to schedule

the job into execution in the central processor.
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The token at place b8, which is the output place for a4,

is split by transition a5 and one part of it becomes the new

"processor available" status token for input to transition a4.

Thus we have feedback of tokens in Nutt's Model,. however

only the status tokens are fed back. Noe and Nutt's E -nets

do not clearly distinguish between control paths and data

paths within the graphs. Our view of E-nets will be quite

different.

First, the tokens will always represent objects being

modeled, rather than control or status bits. Second, attributes

Of tokens may be fuzzy; that is, we may use labels of fUzzy sets



as attributes. We will allow attributes to have sub-attributes

as modifiers in the sense of natural languages, and so the internal

data structures used to represent tokens will be more complex than

vectors of numeric quantities.

Perhaps most significantly, we will he interested in the tokens

themselves, and what happens to their attributes as the model runs,

rather than in the graph of the E-net. We will use the graphical

representations for E-net transitions and places only to make tractable

what-is going on inside the model for the benefit of the human who is

trying to interact with it and follow events.occuring in a continuously-

valued logic. The following sections will present specifications for

and examples of a fuzzy system modeling language.



IV. HIGHLIGHTS OF FSML

The fuzzy system modeling language (FSML) described below

allows specification of individual non-fuzzy objects which may

have fuzzy attributes. These objects are to be thought of as

tokens, and are intended to be displayed graphically, flowing

through E-net transitions, as described in the previous section.

A partial implementation for the language is also described.

This implementation is preliminary and intended for illustrative

purposes only. It does not represent

even totally correct set of programs

together with the specifications for

a practical, complete, or

for realizing FSML. But

the language, the programs
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provide a number of insights into what capabilities computers

need to acquire in order to deal effectively withjmprecision.

The system has several parts: first, there is the source

language itself, FSML. This section will present formal specifications

for the current version of the language. Second, there is

"compiler" for this source language, written in META D14, which

produces intermediate output to be interpreted by the third

component - a number of routines written in OSCAR Di. This

certainly does not represent a practical implementation! However,
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it is adequate to demonstrate that fuzzy systems can be modeled

in conventional computers; and further, that to attain reasonable

efficiency, a number of deviations from conventional machine

architecture would be useful.

Objects to be modeled are represented as tokens in FSML.

The basic syntax for defining a token is:

TOKEN 4- ATTR .(DEG) $

In the present implementation, tokens are represented internally

as trees, and externally as sequential, saved files LA. Each

cell in a tree has the form:

PTR TO NEXT CELL ATTR DEG or PTR TO
ON SAME LEVEL SUBTREE

The third field of a cell is a pointer to a subtree if the

source statement had the form

TOKEN 4- ATTR [ATTR (DEG)] $

Thus, we may have attributes which modify other attributes, as

in natural languages.

An example, paraphrasing from [121, might be

JOB PRIORITY[LOW(.4),MEDIUM(.5),HIGH(.7)j,
MEMIMPACT[INSIGNIF(.3),MODERATE(.7),HIOH(.4)] $

The internal form of the tree for this case would be
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JOB PRIORITY;

,LOW .4

MEDIUM .5

HIGH .7

MEMIMPACT +

INSIGNIFICANT 3

MODERATE .7

4,

HIGH .4

The filename for the token when stored externally would be "JOB."

Degrees of membership need not be given explicitly as numberS,

but may he specified in the form of algebraic formulas which

depend on global numeric variables and are evaluated when referenced.

For example, suppose the following global variables are defined:

MEMAVAIL = 131072
MEMREQ = 32768

and the source language definition for JOB is changed to

JOB F PRIORITY[LOW(.4),MEDIUM(-.5),HIGH(.7)]
MEMIMPACT[INSIGNIFICANT

('( MEMAVAIL MEMREQ)/MEMAVAIL'
MODERATE
('MIN(MEMREQ/MEMAVAIL,

1 - MEMREQ / MEMAVAIL)')

HIGH('MEMREQ/MEMAVAIL') $
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Then the degree to which the JOB has HIGH MEMIMPACT is 0.25

for the current values of MEMAVAIL and MEMREQ. Of course, the

formulas chosen are completely arbitrary, just as the explicit

numbers given in the first version of the example were arbitrary.

Subjectivity is not eliminated or reduced by resorting to fuzzy

models. Instead, it is exposed so that it may be recognized and

acknowledged.

We have seen several examples of the ASGN construct in FSML.

The actual META language syntax for recognizing ASGNs is the

following:

ASGN = LHS RHS

LHS = .ID .STACK * $(('OF'/'FOR'/'T0') .ID .STACK

RHS = $(COMPOUND / ATTR (COMPOUND / DEGREE))

ATTR = .IF 'ELSE' .FALSE .RETURN / .ID

COMPOUND = '[' RHS ']'

DEGREE = '(' $(.STRING)/.NUMBER/COMPOUND/.EMPTY

META contains built-in reCognizers for identifiers (.ID),

strings enclosed in single quotes (.STRING), and numbers

(.NUMBER). META facilitates many compiler-oriented operations,

such as stacking (.STACK) items for later use. (The syntax rules

above are not complete; see Appendix A for the current META

compiler for FSML.)

*)
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In addition to ASGN statements, which create or alter tokens,

FSML provides for named fuzzy relations between tokens. These

are specified by constructs of the form:

TOKEN RELNAME TOKEN (DEG) $

An example might be

JONES WORKS4 SMITH (.7) $

Or

AMERICA INFLUENCES CANADA (.45) $

Internally, this type of information is stored in tables. No

exotic data structures are required for these relations (STATRELs)

In this case also, the DEG fields may be given as formulas rather

than as simple numbers_ These stringS are stored as steps by

the OSCAR routines, and executed whenever a numeric value for

a membership is needed.

The ASGN form allows us to create new tokens, alter the membership

Values of existing attributes, delete attributes, and add new

ones. The STATREL construct allows us to specify fuzzy relations

between tokens. A third construct is itself somewhat imprecise

when executed, although it is repeatable and nonstoohastic. The

special functions INCREASE, and DECREASE/REDUCE may be used to

adjust the membership values of a subtree of attributes.
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For example, suppose that JOB is as originally specified on page 32,

with PRIORITY of JOB LOW (.4), MEDIUM (.5), and HIGH (.7). Then

the fuzzy instruction INCREASE PRIORITY OF JOB would yield the

following values: LOW(.49856),MEDIUM(.77542),HIGH(.93354).

(The functions currently used to represent INCREASE, DECREASE,

etc. are discussed beginning on page 58.)

The three hedges accepted as part of a SPECFUN construct

are SLIGHTLY, CONSIDERABLY, and VERY. Thus, we may apply any

of the following to an attribute of a token:

INCREASE VERY SLIGHTLY
DECREASE/ CONSIDERABLY
REDUCE

ASGNs, STATRELs, and SPECFUNs may be unconditionally executed.

In this case, the E-net representations are quite simple. We merely

use a type T transition:

oo

oo oo > ) >-

->o oo

00

oo

> ) > ) ) ) oo

00

shows the token before the modification, while
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shows it after.

In addition to unconditional execution of these token

altering operations, FSML allows conditional execution of them as

the result of their use as predicates pl and p2 in the construct

IF test THEN pl ELSE p2

Since the result of the test will in general be neither completely

true nor completely false, we will attempt to model partial

execution of predicates. E-net symbolism is ideally suited for

this task. For example, consider the following portion of a

FSML IF statement:

IF PRIORITY OF JOB IS HIGH THEN ...

For the membership values given above, the test portion of this

statement is true 0.7 (and presumably false 0.3). Thus, we need

to execute the THEN predicate to the extent 0.7, and, if that

predicate changes part of some token, we also need to not change

that token to the extent 0.3. Of course, had there been an ELSE

part, we would want to execute it to the extent 0.3. Note that



the two predicates might alter the same or different tokens, and,

if both alter the same token, they may alter the same or different

attributes.

The f011owingE-net flow represents the case without the ELSE:

(so that at most one token is altered)

co co

> > ) ) oa T co»»»
00 m

00

00

oo

-1--)-14-.)-* co co -3-****+
00 00

00

00

siO

00

co

oo 00

CO

Here we see the token at the input place, ready to be fractionally

split by the first transition, while

00

Oa

co co ) ) ) ) )
ao oo

co

00

)))'c)-, 00 T 00 ))))))

00 GO

00

00
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00 T 00 -}÷÷
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) > )- ) oo CO

03 co
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shows the situation after the fractional split. Thus, the copy
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of the token in the top place "exists" to the extent t, while the

copy in the bottom place exists to the extent 1 t. Finally,

00 00

) IP 00 co > ) )

co

) ) CO ) ) ) ) ) )

30

00

)

shows the completed action.

00

00

CO

00

00

00

CO

CO -1-0-1-

00

> > >

00

00

00

This model of partial execution of a token-altering operation

uses E-het symbolism in a completely new way. Noe and Nutt's

F and X transitions do not create fractional copies of tokens.

In a fully developed version of FSML, these graph segments would

be displayed on a graphics terminal to make events within the

model visible to the human trying to interact with it

For the case with the ELSE several graph representations are

possible:
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10

00 00

). 00 CO -4-9+

V

is perhaps the simplest. Here, the input token is split into two

copies, with degrees of existence t and 1 - t, and the altering

operations are performed on each copy separately and in parallel.

An example of a FSML source statement which might be represented

in this way is

IF t THEN A <- small ELSE A < - Large $

The token at the top output place is a copy of A with the

attribute "small" and degree of existence t. The bottom place

contains a second copy of A, this one with attribute "large"

and a degree of existence 1 - t. A subsequent reference to A would

show that two partial copies exist, in this case with essentially

contradictory properties. If the modeler did not wish to have one

copy or the other perpetuated, he would simply order its removal,

and only the second copy would survive.



Whether the modeler removes

original input token remains. Yet, in the case without the ELSE

clause, we retained the original input token to the extent 1 - t.

A way of doing this when there is an ELSE clause is the following:

3o

00 T 00> >)) >>

00 00

IP1
30

OP
2

is a conventional F transition which makes two complete copies of

the input token. These copies are then fractionally split in parallel

by two of our special F transitions:

00

) > > ao

Co

P /IP
1 2

> ) )

00

) 00.



which shows the top copy of the token (from place 0P1) being

fractionally split with degrees of existence t and 1 - t, and

00

»»» T Co ))))>)

CO

OP /IP
3

JO

) A

1 -
> > ) )

Co 70
OP

00 5

JO
OP6

which shows the bottom copy (from place OP2 ) also being fractionallY

split, with the same degrees of existence.

Now we may take the fractional copy at plate OP and operate on

it:

> ) >
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Co Do

> ) ) Do

JD

0P
3
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so that the final result at place OPT has degree of existence t

and has had the proper modification applied to it. Similarly, the

fractional copy at OP6 with degree of existence 1 t can he

modified:
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by this T transition so that a properly modified copy resides at

place OP
8
with degree of existence 1 - t.

We still have the 1 t copy at place OP4 and the t copy at place

OP
5.

These represent the unchanged or "do-nothing" copies. To what

extent should the original input token be preserved after both

the THEN and ELSE actions have been performed? An answer that

seems consistent is MIN(t,l t). Note that this definition causes

the unchanged token to have degree of existence zero in case the

test in the IF statement was completely true or completely false.

It also makes the maximum contribution to the total "power" of the

tokens in the model bA precisely when the truth value of the

test is 1/2. (Half a token is added in this case.)

So, to conclude this interpretation of IF t THEN ... ELSE ...

we will "merge" the unchanged fractional copies at places OP4

and OP5:
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The complete E-net appears as follows:
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To carry this concept out completely, we must consider the

fourth possibility; that is, doing both the THEN and the ELSE

predicates. Certainly, we can display this action by simply

replicating the THEN and ELSE fractional copies, and "MIN-mergin

one of the new THEN copies with one of the new ELSE copies:
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"BOTH" copy
MIN(t,l-t)



We have progressed from the simplest to the most complex E7net

representation for the fuzzy IF statement, using the concept of

partial execution of predicates. In the first case, we performed

both the THEN and ELSE predicates separately and in parallel.

No trace of the original input token survived, and there was no

suggestion of having done both of the predicates (in the sense

of a non-exclusive OR).

Second, we considered separate and parallel partial execution

of both predicates, plus retaining the unchanged input token to

the degree MIN(t,l-t). In this case, we had an increase of

at most 1/2 a token in the model, precisely when the truth value

of the test was 0.5.

Finally, we have added the possibility of both predicates

being partially executed on the same token, and now may have

a "BOTH" copy in the model, with maximum degree of existence

0.5 = MIN(t,l-t), Thus, the total increase in "token count"

resulting from any one IF statement in FSML is one. That is,

for one original input token, we may have four half-tokens

output.

as



The choice of which of these alternatives to use in a

particular case depends on the semantics of the THEN and ELSE

predicates, and so must be made by the human modeler. For example,

if the fuzzy algorithm is

BRICK 4- BLACK $
IF t THEN BRICK .4- YELLOW ELSE BRICK 4- RED $

then to what extent should a black brick be present in the model

after execution of the IF statement? To what extent should

a yellow brick be present? A red one? Finally, would it be

reasonable to have both a yellow and a red brick after

execution of the IF?

In other words, for a value of t which is neither zero nor

one, the choice of which, if either, predicate to execute

(perhaps the possibility of executing both exists!) is

left to the human interacting with the model. The model

provides a feature which is not available in the real world:

partial execution. Thus, for a value of t = TRUTH = 0.6,

the E-net representation for the above IF statement would be



-> BRICK

-0- BRICK -0-

BRICK

BRICK° 6+

BRICK"

BRICK
0.6

BRICK° 4-0-

BRICK° .6

[YELLOW]

NEITHER'

BRICK° 4
[RED]

The power u41 of the input token was 1.0. That is, we simply

had one "full-time equivalent" token establi-shed by the ASGN

statement that created BRICK. A partial copy of BRICK, which

l"exists" to the extent 0.6, is created and then "painted yellow

Similarly, a fractional copy with degree of existence 0.4 is

created and "painted red." However, the possibility of doing

neither predicate - that is, not painting the brick_ at all,

simply leaving it black - is included to the extent

MIN(t,l-t,NEITHER). Analogously, the possibility of doing both,

presumably by finding a second physical brick and painting it

as well, is also included (to the extent MIN(t,l-t,BOTH)).
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The two global variables, BOTH and NEITHER, may be set to zero

or one by the modeler to control these cases. Note that the

power of BRICK after execution of the IF is 1.8, close to the

maximum value of 2 which would occur for TRUTH= 0.5. Thus the

greatest proliferation of fractional tokens occurs when the

uncertainty about which predicate to execute is maximal.

The E-net representation for whichever alternative the modeler

selects would be displayed, showing the token flow in an animated

way. At any time, the user could remove unwanted tokens from the

simulation. Consider a second illustration:

DAY -4- RAINY (.5) $
IF DAY IS RAINY THEN BEDROOM .47 NEWPAINT

ELSE FENCE NEWPAINT $

To what extent should the bedroom and fence both remain unpainted?

To what extent should they both appear painted? In general, these

questions can only be answered by the person interacting with the

model. The semantics of DAY being RAINY to the extent 0.5, and

the "pragmatics" Di of partial execution of the THEN and ELSE

predicates are surely a matter of individual interpretation

in each particular case.
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The META syntax for recognizing the IF t THEN ... ELSE ...

construct is as follows:

IF = 'IF' PROP $(BOOL PROP) 'THEN' FSMLSTMT
('ELSE' FSMLSTMT / .EMPTY)

PROP = LHS ('IS' (RELOP VALUE/DESCRIP)/STATREL)

BOOL = 'AND'/'OR'

where FSMLSTMT = SPECFUN / VARIA / IF / ASGN / STATREL

(The compiler converts AND to MIN and OR to MAX.)

We now have seen examples of each type of FSML statement that

can change the structure of a token. In summary, FSML provides for

the creation of tokens by ASGN statements. Existing tokens may be

altered by ASGNs and SPECFUN statements. Fuzzy relations may be established

through use of the STATREL construct. The value of any attribute

of any token may be used to determine the value of TRUTH for subsequent

use in modeling the partial execution of THEN and ELSE predicates

within an IF statement. The degree of membership of a pair of tokens

in a named fuzzy relation (STATREL) may also be used to determine

the value of TRUTH. Finally, combinations of these may be formed

by use of the boolean connectives AND and OR, which become MIN and

MAX respectively when interpreted.
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The THEN and ELSE predicates, p
1
and p

2'
may each be an ASGN,

STATREL, SPECFUN, or another IF The E-netgraphical representations

for the various combinations of partial execution have been presented

above. In the following section we will consider some short examples

which have actually been run on the 0S3 system Di], and discuss the

present implementation and its implications for machine architecture

in more detail.



V. EXAMPLES

As a first example, consider the following FSML source

statements:

A <- BILARGE,RED),C[SMALL,BLUE],D(0.5) $
IF A IS D THEN B OF A <- SMALL,GREEN

ELSE C OF A <- LARGE,BROWN $

The first line is a simple ASGN which creates (or recreates)

the token "A." This token haS three primary attributes,

B, C, and D. Attributes B and C each have sub-attributes,

a size and a color. (If no numeric expression is given,

the degree of membership is assumed to be 1.) Thus B of A

is LARGE and RED to the extent 1.0.

Obviously, the second statement is an IF . . THEN ... ELSE...

construct. The truth value of the test condition "A IS D"

is 0.5. This becomes the value of the global variable TRUTH

in the OSCAR interpreter, and each predicate is "half executed."

Internally, this is accomplished as follows:

The tree for A as defined by the ASGN is

A )»»»»))

LARGE

RED

52

)A)

SMALL 1

BLUE 1
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(The reason for carrying each number twice will become clear below.)

When the THEN predicate of the IF statement is executed, the

new subtree SMALL 0.5

GREEN 0.5 1

is created and connected to the original tree as follows:

to C
((((««14«

LARGE
4,

RED

0.5

0.5

1

1

SMALL

4GREEN

0.-5

0.5

Note that the degrees of membership of the original subtree have

been reduced to 0.5. Thus the "old" token still exists to the

extent 0.5.

Next, the value of TRUTH is inverted (TRUTH = 1 - TRUTH) and

the ELSE predicate is executed. Since this predicate changes C

rather than B, the final tree which results is

A ),-)>)))))).4)))))).-))))))+

LARGE 0.5 1 SMALL 0.5

RED 0.5 1 GREEN 0.5

4,(44<((((1<4<-4(

SMALL

BLUE

0.5

0.5

1

1

LARGE
4,

BROWN

0.5

0.5

0.5 0.5
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The complete E-net for this example would be

444'4' A .++1+ ADISMALL(1),GREEN(1)11tt
-4-++

A
1-t

4AMIN(t,l-t)

At -0-0-

>>>>> A 1-t +1.4-A[C[LARGE(1),BROWN(1)1]1-t-t-

54

BOTH
MIN(t,1-0444

Of course, in the example t = 1-t = 0.5. Note also that for one input

token we have the equivalent of 1 + 2MIN(t,l-t) output tokens. Clearly,

this value ranges from 1 to 2, and is 2 precisely when t = 1-t = 0.5.

We will denote the number of "full-time equivalent" copies of token

T by "P(T)" where P stands for the "power" of the set of T's. [20]

Next suppose we encounter the FSML statement

IF B OF A IS LARGE RED
AND C OF A IS SMALL BLUE
THEN B OF A e- LARGE RED
ELSE C OF A 4- SMALL BLUE $

This test asks to what extent an unchanged copy of the token

survives in the model. The answer, and the value of TRUTH when

the THEN predicate is executed, would be 0.5 in this case

and MIN(t,l-t) in general. Of course, if the semantics of the

situation indicated to the modeler that no remnant of the original

token should be retained, he could insure this by setting the

global variable NEITHER to zero.



A similar, but slightly more abstract example is

A <- B[S(0),L(1)1,C[S(1).1,(0)1,D(0.5)

The resulting tree is

A >-) > ) > -» ) B> )

S

L

U

L

D 0.5 0.5

Now, suppose this is followed by

IF A IS D THEN B OF A <- S(1),L(0)
ELSE C OF A <- $(0),L(1) $

The THEN predicate will reverse or invert the membership values

of the sub-attributes of B. The ELSE predicate will do the

same thing to the sub-attribues of C. Once again, the value

of TRUTH is 0.5 a kind of "worst case."

After executing the THEN predicate, the tree is as follows:

to C

4-

0 0 0.5
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with the subtree for C and D unchanged, of cOurse.
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After the ELSE predicate, we have the new subtree

C )))>>))>>1>T>>>>>1

'-1"4«(((««tc«( -0-4

S 0.5 1 S 0 0

0 0 L 0.5 1

as the value for C.

The initial value of B within A was S(0) and L(1). The THEN

predicate of the IF statement would reverse the membership values

of these attributes, so that B would become S(1) and L(0).

Similarly, the ELSE predicate would reverse the attributes of

C within A. Of course, the test is half true and half false;

we must decide to what extent we want the unchanged values

of B and C to survive within the model after execution of the

THEN and ELSE predicates.

Internally, the present implementation appends the new subtree

showing B of A as

0.5

0

and retains the old subtree with the membership values adjusted:

S 0

0.5



Thus, the old token survives to the extent 1 t ( = 0.5 in this case).

The action for the ELSE predicate is exactly analogous. The final

tree has four subtrees imbedded in it, each with degree of

existence 0.5. Thus, four half-tokens exist within the model:

change neither, change exactly one, and change both. Here the

E-net would be

-'-'A -+

At

1-t

-At

AMS(1),L(0)flt )))->,»)

-+A
MIN(1

'

1-t)

A
l -t

-0-1÷ A[C[S(0),L(1)111-t ).-->>>>>)) --).

÷

Suppose we now encounter the FSML statement

IF B OF A IS L AND B OF A IS NOT S
AND C OF A IS S AND C OF A IS NOT L

THEN INCREASE B OF A $

Again, the value of TRUTH is 0.5, since the original token

survives to the extent MIN(t,l-t) The predicate "INCREASE

B OF A" changes the new subtree for B of A

0.5
0

S 0.541380 1

L 0.464086 0.464086
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The old subtree for B of A

S 0 0

L 0.5

is changed to

S 0.1486984 0.1486984
L 0.775425 1

The first element of each degree array would be MINed with t = 0.5,

so that no INCREASEd value would be greater than the current value

of TRUTH.

The function which accomplishes INCREASE is

deg 1 + (2 deg)t P

where, for an unmodified INCREASE, P begins at 0.2, and, for each

successive element, is increased by half the remaining distance to 1.

This function has the property of increasing values near zero more

than values near 1, and 1 itself is not changed. Increasing the

exponent P makeS the function have a greater effect on later values.

For example, the input triple (.5 .5 .5) is mapped to

(.58447 .77542 .88316). Thus it is implicitly assumed that

to "INCREASE" successive elements means to increment later ones

more than earlier ones.



The function for DECREASE/REDUCE is

deg + 1 - (deg + 1)t P

where again the values of P begin at 0.2 and approach 1 by half the

remaining distance. at each step. This function maps the triple

(.5 .5 .5) to (.41553 .22458 .11684), for example. Again,

is assumed that later elements should be changed more than earlier

ones.

The hedges CONSIDERABLY, SLIGHTLY, and VERY may be used in

conjunction with INCREASE and DECREASE/REDUCE. The hedge

CONSIDERABLY causes P to begin at 0.4 instead of 0.2,

while SLIGHTLY causes it to begin at 0.1. The combination VERY

CONSIDERABLY begins P at 0.8, while VERY SLIGHTLY begins it

at .05. Graphs for these functions are presented in Appendix B.

Next let us consider a more realistic example, inspired by Noe

and Nutt's simulations of job flow through operating systems.

We define a token called "TASQUE" with the following FSML ASGN

statement:
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001 VARIA3LES MEHR60 = 65536 AVAIL = 131072
002 TASQUE
003 PRIORITYCLOW (.5), MEDIUM (1) , HIGH (.5)19
004 CPTIMERECUINSIGNIF(.5)000ERATE(1),EXCESSIVE(.5)),
005 MEMIMPACTtINSIGNIF(*(AVAIL - MEMREQ) /AVAIL*),
006 MOOERATE(#MIN(2*MEHREQ/AVAIL,24(AVAILMEMREO)/AVAIL)*)
007 EXCESS/VE(*MEHREQ/AVAILM,
008 JIMERUNCINSIGNIF(1),MODERATL(0),EXCESSIVE(0)19
009 TIMEIELAYEOCINSIGNIF(1),MOCERATE(0),EXCESSIVE(0)l$

Thus TASQUE begins with a PRIORITY that is half HIGH, half LOW,

and completely MEDIUM. The processor time it requires is fuzzily

described in a similar fashion. Its impact on memory is computed

by three functions, each dependent on the global numeric variables

MEMREQ and AVAIL. At the beginning of the simulation, the time

the TASQUE has been run, and the time it has been delayed, are

both completely INSIGNIF.

Suppose next we issue the IF statement:

010 IF PRIORITY OF TASQUE IS HIGH
011 OR CPTIMEREQ CF TASQUE IS INSIGNIF
012 OR MEMIMPACT OF TASCUE IS INSIGNIF
013 OR TIMEOELAYED OF TASQUE IS EXCESSIVE
.014 THEN INCREASE TIMERUN OF TASQUE $
015 REDUCE CPTIMEREQ OF TASQUE $
016 REDUCE PRIORITY OF TASQUE $
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This first IF statement runs the TASQUE (INCREASEs its TIMERUN)

only is there is a,compelling reason to do so. In this case, the

processor time required, CPTIMERE,. and the PRIORITY of TASQUE are

reduced. Of course, these three actions will be only partially

carried out, as determined by the value of TRUTH within the

simulator.

For the values given, TRUTH is 0.5: thus we have the E-net

TASQUE(1.544÷1->÷÷ TASQUE°.[TIMERUN[INSIGNIF(1),
MODERATE(.52)
EXCESSIV(.74)]

CPTIMERE[INSIGNIF(.42),
MODERATE(.48),
EXCESSIV(.11)]

PRIORITY[LOW(.42),
444 TASQUE0 .5 MEDIUM(.48),

HIGH(.11)]]

TASQUE->4.

1. The line printer listing shown were created on the OS-3 system
[14 in batch mode. The fact that at present FSML must be pre-
processed by the META converter, and then be interpreted by
OSCAR simulation routines makes interaction with the model
nearly impossible. Further, no graphics capabilities are
implemented at present. In the longer examples that follow,
we will assume that a fully developed, interactive version
of FSML, with complete graphics capabilities, is available.



Here the beginning and ending power of TASQUE is 1.

The following IF.statement tries to delay copies of TASQUE:

017 VARIABLES TRUTH = 1 $

018 IF PRIORITY OF TASQUE IS LOW
019 OR CPTIMEREQ CF TASCUE IS EXCESSIVE
020 OR NEMIMPACT OF TASQUE IS EXCESSIVE
021 OR TIMERUN OF TASQUE IS EXCESSIVE
022 THEN INCREASE VERY CONSIDERABLY
023 TIMEDELAYEO OF TASQUE
024 ELSE TIMERUN OF TASQUE <-
025 INSIGNIF(0),MOCERATEI0),EXCESSIVE(1) $

For the unchanged half-copy, the value of TRUTH is 0.5, and

the half-token flows through the net:

TASQUE
.5

-4-

*TASQUE' 5->

- TASQUE' S÷

--TASQUE.
25-

TASQUE.25

TASQUE.25

TASQUE.25

-4TASQUE
.25

v (TIMEDELA)

-+

NEITHER
.25

÷TASQUE
.25

v(TIMERUN)
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BOTH.25



For the half-token from the first IF which has new values for

TIMERUN, CPTIMEREQ, and PRIORITY, the test in the second IF sets

TRUTH to 0.74, since the TIMERUN for this copy is EXCESSIVE to

this extent:

4 TASQUE'54

v(TIMERUN,
CPTIMERE,
PRIORITY)

-*TASQUE'

4TASQUE'

4 TASQUE'37+ 4TASQUE
.37

4

v(TIMEDELA)

TASQUE'
13

4

4 TASQUE'
37

4 TASQUE
.13
4

4 NEITHER'13

4TASQUE-13

v(TIMERUN)

63

BOTH
.13
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After execution of the second IF statement, the power of

TASQUE is 1.76, and there are the following eight fractional tokens:

REFERENCE DEGREE OF EXISTENCE CHANGED ATTRIBUTES

1-FN 0.25 none

2-FT 0.25 TIMEDELA[INSIGNIF(1),
MODERATE(.87),
EXCESSIV(.93)]

3-FF 0.25 TIMERUN[INSIGNIF(0),
MODERATE(0),
EXCESSIV(1)]

4-FB 0.25 (both changes as in
#2 and #3)

5-TN 0.13 TIMERUN[INSIGNIF(1),
MODERATE(.52),
EXCESSIVE(.74)]

CPTIMERE[INSIGNIF(.42),
MODERATF(.48),
EXCESSIV(.11)]

PRIORITY[LOW(.42),
MEDIUM(.48),
HIGH(.11)]

6-TT 0.37 (same as token 5 plus)
TIMEDELA[INSIGNIF(1),

MODERATE(.87),
EXCESSIVE(.93)]

7-TF 0.13 (CPTIMERE and PRIORITY
same as token 5)
TIMERUN[INSIGNIF(0),

MODERATE(0),
EXCESSIVE(1)]



REFERENCE DEGREE OF EXISTENCE CHANGED ATTRIBUTES

8-TB
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0.13 (CPTIMERE and PRIORITY
same as token 5)

TIMEDELA[INSIGNIF(1),
MODERATE(.87),

EXCESSIVE(.93)]

TIMERUN[INSIGNIF(0),
MODERATE(0),
EXCESSIVE(1)]

Thus, the two half-tokens output by the first IF have become

eight fractional tokens, with power 1.76. Note that the modeler

might make the semantic deciSions that i) to run and delay

simultaneously is impossible, causing him to set BOTH to zero;

and ii) to do nothing is the same as to delay, and so set

NEITHER to zero also. Then, only tokens 2,3,6, and 7 would

be present after the IF, and the power of these is 1,

as it should be

It is tempting to try to draw statistical, non-fuzzy conclusions

from these models. The validity of doing so is certainly questionable.

However, to illustrate the kinds of conclusions that one might draw,

consider the extent to which these fractional tokens hav6 EXCESSIVE.

TIMERUN, for example:
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REFERENCE DEGREE OF EXISTENCE DEGREE OF ATTRIBUTE PRODUCT

2-FT 0.25 0 0

3-FF 0.25 1 0.25

6-TT 0.37 0.74 0.2738

7-TF 0.13 1 0.13

The total extent to which these four fractional tokens, with power 1,

have EXCESSIV TIMERUN is 0.6538.

For the remaining four tokens, we find

REFERENCE DEGREE OF EXISTENCE DEGREE OF ATTRIBUTE PRODUCT

1 -FN 0.25 0 0

4-FB 0..25 1 0.25

5-TN 0..13 0.74. 0.0962

8-TB 0.13 1 0.13

Thus, these four fractional tokens add 0.4762 to the extent to

which TIMERUN of TASQUE is EXCESSIVE. They add 0.76 to the total

power of TASQUE, and 0.4762/0.76 = 0.63. Whether the second four

tokens are included in this calculation or not, the extent to which

TASQUE appears to have been run excessively is approximately

.60 to .65.
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A great deal is lost when we cannot watch the model run

via a complete graphical display. These tables of numbers at

the end of a simulation are much less informative than the

step-by-step events which would be visible in a complete

implementation. The need to aggregate data from various fractional

tokens should also be minimized in a version with full graphical

Capabilities, since uninteresting tokens could be eliminated

at an early stage, and those that survived could be considered

individually in some detaiL

To complete the present example, suppose we next issue this IF:

026 VARIA3LES TRUTH = 1 %
027 IF PRIORITY OF TASQUE IS NOT LOW
028 OR CPTIMEREO CF TASQUE IS NOT EXCESSIVE
029 OR MEMIMPACT OF TASQUE IS NOT EXCESSIVE
030 OR TIMEOELAYEO OF TASQUE IS NOT INSIGNIF
031 THEN INCREASE TIMERUN OF TASQUE
032 ELSE TIMEOELAYEO OF TASQUE <- INSIGNIF(C)
033 MOOERATE(0),EXCESSIVE(1) %

-*ENO OF FILES

Here we try to run the copies of TASQUE unless there is a

compelling reason to delay them. The values of TRUTH for the

eight input fractional tokens are



REFERENCE TRUTH DETERMINING ATTRIBUTE

1 1.0 TIMEDELA

2 0.5 PRIORITY/CPTIMEREQ

3 1.0 TIMEDELA

4 0.5 PRIORITY/CPTIMEREQ

5 1.0 TIMEDELA

6 0.88 CPTIMEREQ

7 1.0 TIMEDELA

8 0.88 CPTIMEREQ

Tokens 1,3,5, and 7, for which TRUTH is 1, are shown having their

TIMERUN INCREASEd by flowing through a simple T-transition:

03

00 CO

> > oo TASQLJE 00
co 00

00

))))))

00

33 00

> ). 00 00 ) ) ) ) >-

00CO

) > ) )

00

00 00

00 00

CO

CO

00 00

ao TA SQU E 004-3-÷

ao
v(TIMERUN)

before

after

68
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The remaining four tokens flow through

TASQUE 4- TASQUE

v(TIMERUN)

TRUE+4-±

TASQUE
TASQUE

1-
t

TASQUE 4- 4- NEITHER 4-4-4- BOTH

TASQUEt
TASQUE

TASQUE1-4- TASQUE1-t

v(TIMEDELA)
4-0.+ FALSE

Thus, we have a total of twenty fractional tokens as output from

this third IF, assuming that we have carried the BOTH and

NEITHER copies along throughout. The complete token list now

would be:



REFERENCE

1-FNT

DEGREE OF EXISTENCE

0.25

70

CHANGED ATTRIBUTES

TIMERUNTINSIGNIF(1),
MODERATE(.52),
EXCESSIV((.74)}

2-FTN 0.125 TIMEDELA[INSIGNIF(1),
MODERATE(.87),
EXCESSIV(.93)]

3-FTT 0.125 TIMEDELA (same as #2)
TIMERUN (same as #1)

4-FTF 0.125 TIMEDELA[INSIGNIF(0),
MODERATE(0),
EXCESSIV(1)]

5-FTB 0.125 TIMEDELA (same as #4)
TIMERUN (same as #1)

6-FFT 0.25 TIMERUN[INSIGNIF(.14),
MODERATE(.52),
EXCESSIV(1)]

7-FBN 0.125 TIMEDELA (same as #2)
TIMERUN[INSIGNIF(0),

MODERATE(0),
EXCESSIV(1)]

8-FBT 0.125 TIMEDELA (same as #2)
TIMERUN (same as #6)

9-FBF 0.125 TIMEDELA (same as #4)
TIMERUN (same as #7)

10-FBB 0.125 TIMEDELA (same as #4)
TIMEDELA (same as #6)

11-TNT 0.13 TIMERUN[INSIGNIF(1),
MODERATE(.79),
EXCESSIV(.94)]

CPTIMERE[INSIGNIF(.42),
MODERATE(.48),
EXCESSIV(.11)]
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REFERENCE DEGREE OF EXISTENCE CHANGED ATTRIBUTES

11 continued 0.13 PRIORITY[LOW(.42),
MEDIUM(.48),
HIGH(.11)]

12-TTN 0.04 TIMERUN (same as #1)
CPTIMERE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)
TIMEDELA (same as #2)

13-TTT 0.33 TIMERUN (same as #11)
CPTIMERE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)
TIMEDELA (same as #2)

14-TTF 0.04 TIMERUN (same as #1)
CPTIMERE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)
TIMEDELA[INSIGNIF(0),

MODERATE(0),
EXCESSIV(1)]

15-TTB 0.04 TIMERUN (same as #11)
CPTIMERE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)
TIMEDELA (same as #14)

16-TFT 0.13 TIMERUN (same as #6)
CPTIMERE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)

17-TBN 0.02 TIMERUN (same as #7)
CPTIMERE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)
TIMEDELA (same as #2)

18-TBT 0.11 TIMERUN (same as #6)
CPTIMERE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)
TIMEDELA (same as #2)



REFERENCE DEGREE OF EXISTENCE CHANGED ATTRIBUTES

19-TBF 0.02 TIMERUN (same as #7)
CPTIMERE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)
TIMEDELA (same as #4)

20-TBB 0.02 TIMERUN (same as #6)
CPTIMFRE (same as #11)
PRIORITY (same as #11)
TIMEDELA (same as #4)

The total power of these twenty fractional tokens is 2.38.

The extent to which TIMERUN and TIMEDELA are INSIGNIF, MODERATE,

and EXCESSIVE over all twenty tokens is shown below:

TIMERUN

TOTAL POWER

INSIGNIF 1.44
MODERATE 1.03
EXCESSIVE. 1.95

TIMEDELA

INSIGNIF 1.76
MODERATE 0.87
EXCESSIVE 1.55

4. 2.38

0.60
0.43

0.82

0.74
0.37
0.65



Thus, the strategy we have simulated, namely

i) run if there is a compelling reason,

ii) delay if there is an excuse to do so,
otherwise run excessively

and iii) run unless there is a compelling reason not to,
otherwise delay excessively

seems to run a perfectly non-committal task slightly more than

it delays it

Of course, it is tempting to try to say precise things

about the outcome of such a fuzzy simulation, but, in general,

we should not expect more precision in the output than was present

in the input. The real benefit from such a model lies in the

interaction which would be possible in a fully implemented,

graphical version of a fuzzy modeling language like FSML.

Certainly there are "better' simulations for queueing models,

such as task flow through an operating system, than the one given

above. A number of computer simulation languages specifically

intended for modeling queueing systems [31 have been available

for many years, and would certainly produce more useful results

than we have obtained. Our second and final longer example will

introduce a fuzzy situation for which no more precise model

is available.



Suppose we have executed the following four ASGNs to

establish HOUSE, BUYER, SELLER, and AGENT:

001 VARIABLES LIV = *11 15*

002 OIN = *9 * 13*
003 KIT = *9 * 124
004 WAS = *10 -* 13 + 9 * 11 + 8 * 10:
005 AREA = *LIV + °IN + KIT + BEMS*
006 ASKING = 37000
007 $

008 HOUSE l
009 SIZEISMALLUMAX(C1(1100 AREA)/1100)*),
010 NED/UM(*MIN(AREA/1100,2 AREA/1100)*),
011 LARGE(*MAX(0,(AREA 1100)/2200)*)),
012 PRICE CLON(*MAX((30000 ASK-IMO/30000,0)i)
013 MEDIU4(*MIN(ASKING/30000,2 ASKING/30000)*)
014 HIGH(*NIN(11ASKING/60000)*)),
015 NSHO(POOR(0),MIDOLECLASS(.8),FANCY(.3)1,
016 CLOSE2(SCHOOLS(.8),SHOFFING(.6),WORK(.1)1,
017 YARD(SIZEIMININAL(0),NECIUM(.7),LARGE(.4)),
018CONOITION(POOR(0),FAIR(.3),G000(e6)11 $
019 BUYER <
020 INTERESTCLOW(0)010DERATE(1),HIGN(0)),
021 KNONLEDGEILON(.4),MODERATL(.5)0000(.1)39
022 ANXIETYCLON(0)000ERATE(.5),MIGN(.5)),
023 CREOITIPOOR(0)1FAIR(1),G000(0)1 $
024 SELLER <-
025 ANXIETYILOW(0),MODERATE(1),NIGH(0)),
026 CASNPOSEPOOR(0),FAIR(.3),G000(.8))
027 $

028 AGENT <
029 NONESTYCLOW(0),AVERAGE(1),HIGN(0)),
030 COMPETENCEILOW(.5),AVERAGE(.3),NIGH(0)1
031 SINCERITYCLOW(.7),MOOERATE(.1),NIGH(0)) $

74
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Certainly the value of TRUTH will be zero for this IF statement

(since AND becomes MIN):

032 IF INTEREST OF BUYER IS HIGH
033 AND HONESTY OF AGENT IS NOT LOW
034 AND PRICE OF HOUSE IS NOT HIGH
035 AND NBHD OF-HOUSE IS PCT POOR
036 AND HOUSE IS CLOSE2 WORK
037 AND SIZE OF YARD OF HOUSE IS NOT MINIMAL
038 AND CONDITION OF YARD CF HOUSE IS GOOD
039 AND COMPETENCE OF AGENT IS NOT LOW
040 AND ANXIETY OF SELLER IS NOT HIGH
041 THEN BUYER < HOUSE $

and BUYER will be unchanged. For the next IF, TRUTH is 0.64,

the extent to which the SIZE of HOUSE is NOT SMALL:

042 VARIABLES TRUTH = 1 OTRUE = i i

043 IF SIZE OF HOUSE IS NOT SMALL
THEN INCREASE INTEREST OF BUYER $

The SIZE of HOUSE is determined by evaluating the three functions

of AREA, a global variable which is computed by adding tOgether

the areas of the various rooms. The E -net for this IF is the followin :

BUYER -0-

BUYER
.64TBUYER' 64

[INTEREST[LOW(.15),
MODERATE(1),
HIGH(.74)]]

.9- BUYER'
36
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Thus, we have two fractional tokens after execution of this IF.

Their total power is still 1.0, of course, since no ELSE predicate

was present to raise the possibility of a BOTH or NEITHER fractional

token: To what extent is the INTEREST of BUYER HIGH now? For the

"true" or THEN copy (T), which exists to the extent 0.64,

the answer is 0.74. For the unchanged, "false" (F) copy,

which exists to the extent 1 - 0.64 = 0.36, the degree is

0.47 (= 0.64 * 0.74).

The next IF

044 VARIABLES TRUTH = 1 OTRUE = 1 $
045 IF PRICE OF HOUSE IS HIGH THEN

DECREASE CONSIDERABLY INTEREST
OF BUYER

is true 0.62 and false 0.38. Thus we would see the F copy of

BUYER flow through

BUYER
F

0-). .62

->
BUYER() .22

0.9- 38

BUYER
0.14

4-

FF

BUYER
0. 22

[INTEREST[LOW(0),
FT MODERATE(0.38),

HIGH(0)]]
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Next, the T copy from the first IF would flow through the same

net:

-0.+BUYER
0.64

T

BUYER°.4

4-* BUYER
0.24

TF

4±ro- BUYER
0.4

[INTERESTROW(.09),

TT MODERATE(0.38),
HIGH(0.14)]]

We now have four fractional copies of BUYER, and the next IF asks

to what extent the INTEREST of BUYER is HIGH. The calculation is

as follows:

REFERENCE DEGREE OF EXISTENCE DEGREE OF ATTRIBUTE PRODUCT

1-FF 0.14 0.0 0

2-FT 0.22 0.0 0

3-TF 0.24 0.74 0.18

4-TT 0.40 0.14 0.056
0.236

This could be displayed in E-net form by tagging the transition

bar with an indication of which copy of BUYER is determining the

value of TRUTH for a particular sub-execution:

047 VARIABLES TRUTH = t OTRUE = i $

048 IF INTEREST OF BUYER IS HIGH THEN
INCREASE PRICE OF HOUSE $



BUYER0.114+
FF

-4- HOUSE
1

-+

null 4-

4444- HOUSE014

The FT fractional copy of BUYER would also cause HOUSE to flow

through unchanged, in this case to the extent 0.22.

The TF and TT copieS of BUYER would cause fractional copies

of HOUSE to be created with changed PRICE:

BUYER°'311,-

TF

9-4- HOUSE
1

BUYERCLi>
TT

HOUSE1

9.474HousE0.18
44-*

9436HOUSEM6r++

Q414HOUSE0.06

'4*6HOUSE0.34

0.18
4.÷÷ HOUSE [PRICE[LOW(.15),

MEDIUM(.90),
HIGH(.91)]]

0.06
+4.÷ HOUSE [PRICEROW(.15),

MEDIUM(.90),
HIGH(.91)]]
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Thus, HOUSE survives unchanged to the degree 0.76, which is the

extent to which the total INTEREST of all BUYER fractional tokens

is not HIGH. There are six fractional copies of HOUSE now; four

unchanged, and two changed in the same way.

A more streamlined way of representing this would be

BUYER 4-4-4-

ALL

HOUSE1

HOUSE
0.24

44- -4-*

0.76
44'+ HOUSE 4-+

HOUSEM4PRICE[LOW(.15),
MFDIUM(.90),
HIGH(.91)]]

The decision whether to display each TRUTH-determining

token interacting with each input token to be changed may he

left to the user. An internal switch, INTERACT, might be set ON

if the modeler wanted to see each pairwise interaction, and. OFF

if averaging without the display would suffice. Let us summarize

the example: We began with a BUYER whose INTEREST in the HOUSE

was completely MODERATE. The. PRICE of the HOUSE ($37000) was

considered by the BUYER to be MEDIUM to the extent 0.77, and

HIGH to the degree 0.62.
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The SIZE of the HOUSE was considered SMALL to the extent 0.36,

and MEDIUM 0.64. The BUYER's INTEREST INCREASEd to the extent that

the SIZE of the HOUSE was NOT SMALL (0.64). Partial execution of

this first IF created two fractional copies of BUYER: a "T" copy

with a greater INTEREST in the HOUSE, and an unchanged or "F" copy.

Next, BUYER considered the PRICE of HOUSE, and, to the extent

that PRICE seemed HIGH, his INTEREST DECREASEd CONSIDERABLY.

This partial execution, with two fractional input tokens for

BUYER, resulted in four fractional BUYER tokens as output.

Presumably then, the SELLER and/or AGENT estimated the extent

to which the INTEREST of BUYER was HIGH, and INCREASEd the

PRICE of the HOUSE accordingly.

Considerably more detail than this would have been available

to a person interacting with a fully developed, graphical version

of FSML. We conclude the thesis with some thoughts about how

such an implementation might be accomplished, and how it could

prove useful to experimenters interested in the application

of science to the humanities.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented specifications for a modeling system

capable of simulating fuzzy systems. The language is developed

only minimally; much work remains before computers will become

truly useful companions to humans in dealing with fuzzy situations.

A machine configuration to support FSML, as defined here, would

require:

1) extensive dynamically-managed storage for tokens

2) efficient facilities for handling the many levels
of indirection implicit in the trees used to
represent tokens internally

3) efficient string matching ability

4) minimal arithmetic capability, but the ability to
evaluate arithmetic expressions dynamically

5) extensive graphics capabilities.

The fifth requirment is especially important. Without the visual

information conveyed by the E-nets, the modeler is detached

from the simulation to the point that he cannot follow,events

within it Tables ofnumberS presented at the end of a batch-

oriented, non-interactive run are far less indicative of causes

and effects than a single interaction during the run may have been
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The examples presented above were processed without graphics

capabilities. They are therefore quite simple and short.

Even so, the amount of line-printer paper produced by one of them

is significant! Also significant is the amount of computer and

elapsed real-time needed to complete a run using the present OSCAR

implementation.

It seems clear that to run FSML efficiently, a host for it

should be designed from the beginning with this goal in mind.

This might be done at the microcode level on a "soft" minicomputer

with extensive disk storage and good graphics capabilities.

The author plans to pursue this concept in the near future. A fully

implemented, graphical version of an enlarged FSML should be

realizable within one to two man-years of programming time

Such an implementation, made available perhaps in a moderately

priced, stand-alone, dedicated unit composed of

1) the graphics device
2) microprocessors and/or a microprogrammable minicomputer
3) ample dynamically allocated disk storage

should become a very useful tool for anyone attempting to analyse

situations in which conditions, causes, and effects are vague
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and imprecise. For example, the Willamette Valley Simulation Project

at Oregon State University should find a language like FSML a better

vehicle for modeling the "quality of life" in the Willamette valley

than the classical techniques now employed.

Classical techniques developed for the analysis of mechanistic

systems often bias a study in a direction that leaves out many

human qualities, and seems to narrow the focus on the "hard"

at the expense of the "soft," even though the latter might be

far more important in the long run. As Raiffa 1211 puts it,

"You seem always to feature those aspects of the problem that

are readily amenable to analysis and to ignore like the plague those

intangibles that really count."
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APPENDIX A

META Compiler for FSML

.SYNTAX FNMLPRGM

.VARIA8LES C
FNMLPRGM = i(14$ .SCAN tSt / FNMLSTMT / .IFERRCR

*SCAN t.t .RESET ) op

FNMLSTMT = SPECFUN / VARIA / IF/ ASGN / STATREL op

ASGN = LHS (tt-t / *RETURN) *PUT 4'%A p$ DUMP

RHS .OUT $"%%'$.9
LHS = .I0 .STACK $((*OF*/*FOR$/$TO*) *ID .STACK .,

RHS = S(COMPOUND / ATTR (COMPOUND / DEGREE)) .,

COMPOUND = *I* OUT t'PTP't .T+ RHS t)t ($p$ / .EMPTY) .T- op

DEGREE = (t(t S(.STRING .FUT $"$ .PUT 4N .OUT $'t /

*NUMBER .OUT )/ COMPOUND /
*EMPTY .0U1 *1.0* ) (t)t / *EMPTY)

(*** / *EMPTY) .*

ATTR = .IF *ELSE: *FALSE .RETURN / *ID PUT .T .PUT *,"*

.PUT * *PUT $-.9$
DUMP = PFT OUT () PFT
$(*UNSTACK (C) .PUT $,"$ .PUT C .PUT t"*) *OUT * %%'t II

IF = :IF* PROP T(8CCL PROP) *THEN* FNMLSTMT

(*ELSE* .OUT $.7%E't FNMLSTMT / EMPTY )

BOOL = *AND* .OUT t'%8","MIN'$ /

tORt .OUT I'%8",'MAX't ef
PROP = LHS *PUT *"%I"*$ (tISt DUMP (PELOP VALUE / CESCRIP )

OUT t t STATREL
VALUE = .NUMBER .OUT *

LHS .UNSTACK(C) .PUT $"$ .PUT C .PUT $ t CUSP 419

DESCRIP = S(*IF *THEN* .OUT $"%%"$ *RETURN /
. IF *ELSE; .OUT t'//'t *RETURN /

* IF *ANC* OUT *"%%"$ .RETURN /

. IF tORt .OUT $'%%"$ .RETURN /

*ID .PUT $'* .PUT OUT t"t ) op

STATREL ='.PUT *"%S"*$ PFT
.I0 .PUT **"* .PUT * wIC .PUT $"1"$ .PUT
.PUT t",* DEGREE .1
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RELOP = $t=* .OUT * %R'.'<=7* /

*>=* .OUT t".7.R',">="$ /

t<> .OUT $"%R".'"-,* /

*<* .OUT *"XR"."c't /

t>,* .OUT *"%R".">"* /

*=* .OUT *"%R... "=.q$ 9
PFT = .UNSTACK (C) .PUT $"* 'PUT C .PUT $'* / 'EMPTY

SPECFUN = ((*REOUCE*/*DECREASE*) .PUT * * /

*INCREASE* .PUT *'%*".*)
(*VERY* .PUT *29$ / .EMPTY)
(*SLIGHTLY* .PUT ta.5,$ /
*CONSIDERABLY* .PUT $2.1 /.EMPTY) .OUT $"%% *

LHS DUMP Op
VARIA = *VARIA3LES* .OUT t-"Ar*

i(.IOtt=* .PUT tt .FUT 4' .PU1 $ st= $

(.NUMBER / ',STRING) .PUT 4N .OUT *:*),

',OUT

*ENO
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